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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the question of classifying the sea areas as sea areas difficult for navi-
gation, unrestricted sea areas and sea areas restricted by land (bottom or shore). Most of all,
the article depicts the characteristics of restricted sea areas. It presents the attempt to define
in a new way the following notions: ‘safety of shipping’, ‘safety of navigation’, ‘risk of
navigation’, ‘risk of collisions’, ‘navigational obstacle’, and ‘sea area difficult for naviga-
tion’. In this paper author also presents methods that can be used for estimating safety of
navigation (navigational risk) in the restricted sea areas by means of the model of the ship’s
domain. The essence of the method suggested in the thesis is the systematic approach to sea
vessel operation in the aspect of estimating its safety when navigating in restricted sea areas.

INTRODUCTION

When studying professional publications [5], [7], [10], [11], [12] concerning
safety of shipping and classification of sea areas [17] and after analysing some
aspects of transport efficiency in restricted sea areas [6], [8] one can draw the fol-
lowing conclusions:

1. There are numerous criteria that can be used for estimating safety of navigation
and classification of sea areas.

2. Criteria classifying sea areas are not standardized, which can cause problems
with distinguishing sea areas difficult for navigation and restricted sea areas.

3. Practice proves (e.g. [13]) that the same sea area can be treated either as re-
stricted sea area (narrow passage) or unrestricted sea area, depending on the ac-
cepted criteria and internal feeling of the person responsible for navigation.
Consequently, wrong interpretation of sea area can result in applying the wrong
rule of International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS ’72)
and become a direct cause of a number of accidents at sea.
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4. The notions ‘safety of shipping’ and ‘safety of navigation’ as it is the case with
the notions ‘restricted sea area’ and ‘sea area difficult for navigation’ are often
incorrectly identified or inaccurately defined.

5. So far, criteria, which would standardize sea areas and classify them as ‘easy’ or
‘difficult’ for navigation, or by means of numbers or symbols could present the
‘degree of difficulty’ in navigating in a given sea area, have not been estab-
lished.

In this article we try to define sea area difficult for navigation and restricted
sea area. We also make an attempt to establish standardized, that is universal method
to classify sea areas difficult for navigation, with regard to accepted safety margin
which is defined by an outline of a three-dimensional domain of a vessel. We esti-
mate the ship’s domain for m/t ‘Stellaman’, the conventional chemical tanker. We also
try to present methods that can be used for estimating safety of navigation (naviga-
tional risk) in the restricted sea areas by means of the model of the ship’s domain.
We try to establish risk analysis in the Sound, the shortest link between Kattegat
and the harbours in E Baltic Sea. Then, we try to learn if the Sound indeed consti-
tutes a restricted sea area for m/t ‘Stellaman’. If not, is pilotage service indispensa-
ble in this area? What is more, should short lookout and reduced speed be kept
constantly?

ATTEMPT TO DEFINE A RESTRICTED SEA AREA
WITH REGARD TO SAFETY OF NAVIGATION

The notion ‘safety of shipping’ embraces a collection of conditions assuring
safety of all the objects that keep in motion on water. These conditions are: hydro-
meteorological and hydrographical circumstances together with navigational infra-
structure, technical equipment of ships, traffic intensity (with regard to presence of
other floating objects), VTS functioning as well as professional qualifications and
psychophysical state of people (crews of ships and coast services) [9], [10], [17].
Communication functioning and activities of such services as SAR should be also
considered as the elements of safety of shipping. These elements are defined as
safety condition of life of sea in SOLAS convention.
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Fig. 1. Mutual relation between ship, environment, navigational infrastructure and sea area

On the other hand, safety of navigation is defined by environmental condition
and such internal factors (ship, crew), which influence safe motion. It is plain that
because of the necessity of rational activities concerning safety of shipping, what
can be extremely useful is the establishment of such criteria, which in a unified sys-
tem would define scale of navigational ‘difficulties’ in sea areas.

In order to define the sea areas difficult for navigation one is required to
determine these factors and circumstances which, present within the sea area, will
generate or increase the risk of accident. Hence, every sea area, which due to its own
character or circumstances constitutes a significant difficulty for safety of navigation
will be referred to as a sea area difficult for navigation, i.e. a difficult sea area.

A notion of restricted sea area will adhere to every sea area which is considered
as difficult sea area because of nearness of land (shore or bottom). Thus, notion of
restricted sea area is a notion narrower in meaning, as it embraces only some diffi-
cult sea areas.

Safe navigating is understood as the control of ship motion from the point of
departure to the point of destination with regard to all safety measures, according to
the appropriate rules of COLREGS convention and good seamanship.

What constitutes obstructions or hazard is every object (moving or fixed) and
every hydro meteorological or hydrographical phenomenon which is present within
a sea area and will make process of navigation difficult by generating or increasing
the risk of accident.

Obstructions to navigation are as follows:

− outline of mainland and of coastal belt to isobaths of safe depth, sea buoyancy
navigational system, fixed at or anchored to the bottom of sea and other sea con-
structions such as drilling towers, productive platforms, lightvessels, floating
objects etc.;
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− sea areas prohibited to navigation (marked on a chart or depicted in navigation
warning);

− other floating objects, low flying aeroplanes, seaplanes, battleships (submarine
included);

− other submerged or drifting objects;
− other low hanging objects (such as bridges, energetic lines etc.);
− icebergs, ice fields, fog banks, zones of intensive atmospherically falls (rain,

snow, sand storms), tropical cyclones, strong tides, currents, winds and waves.

For the further analysis the notion of navigational risk (as contrary to safety
of navigation) will be introduced. It is indicated by formulae (1) and (2):

1=+ NN RB [ -] (1)

NN RB −= 1 [ -] (2)

where: BN – dimensionless quantity, which conventionally describes the scale
 of safety of navigation by numerical value (BN ∈[0,1]);

RN – dimensionless quantity, which conventionally describes the scale
 of navigational risk by numerical value (RN ∈[0,1]).

Notion of navigational risk must not be identified with risk of collision, which
is a problem narrower in meaning.

Risk of collisions is precisely defined by International Regulations for Pre-
venting Collisions at Sea (Rule 7 of COLREGS ’72), which states that risk of colli-
sion shall be deemed to exist if the compass bearing of an approaching vessel does
not appreciably change; such risk may sometimes exist even when an appreciable
bearing change is evident, particularly when approaching a very large vessel or
a tow or when approaching a vessel at close range.

Notions mentioned above should be defined in a following manner: appear-
ance of navigational obstruction within an investigated sea area1 makes a dangerous
situation possible, what constitutes a certain risk as well. This risk, referred to as
navigational, depends on number, kind, size and mutual distributions of navigational
obstruction in relation to ship; its value always increases when distance to danger
diminishes.

                                                
1 For the example sea area investigated on radar indicator on the present radar range.
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Appearance of navigational obstruction in nearness of ship is equivalent to the
appearance of navigational risk, but not necessarily risks of collision. Risk of colli-
sion can come into being only when, additionally, Rule 7 of COLREGS is realized
(thus, navigational obstruction is a ship, and compass bearings on her is constant, or
changes slowly, and distance decreases). Thus, risk of collision fails to come into
being, while navigational risk will always appear when navigational obstruction,
such as fog, appears.

The appearance of navigational risk will be always equivalent to the reduction
of safety of navigation. If level of safety of navigation exceeds a certain admissible
value, and such a situation in a given sea area happens sufficiently often, one
can acknowledge this sea area as sea area difficult for navigation. If navigational
obstruction proves to be a land (shore or bottom), this sea area can prove to be
a restricted sea area. Every restricted sea area constitutes a sea area difficult for
navigation, however not every difficult sea area can be recognized as restricted
sea area; the example being English Channel. This sea area, as a result of large traf-
fic intensity, frequent occurrences of fog and strong tidal currents, is universally
acknowledged as a difficult sea area; however according to the manoeuvre classifi-
cation of sea areas this sea area can be acknowledged as unrestricted area for nu-
merous ships.

M/T ‘STELLAMAN’ – SHIP’S PARTICULARS

M/t ‘Stellaman’ is a conventional chemical tanker type 2 (class: Germanisher
Lloyd + 100A4E2) built in 1980 in Paul Lindenau Kiel Shipyard in Germany.
Owner of this vessel is James Fisher Tankships Limited. LOA (length over all)
98,3 m, beam 16,0 m and draft 4,0 m in ballast condition and 6,5 m in loaded
condition, Main Engine 2244 HP (1673 kW, 95 RPM), Bow Thrusters 204 HP
(152 kW), Pitch Controllable Propeller 2610 mm (dev.Area ratio 0,52),Gross
Tonnage 2804 and DWT 3680 is called rather as a small chemical tanker. But
according the IMO Resolution A.579(14) Nov 20, 1985; each loaded chemical
tanker, irrespective of size, when navigating the Sound between a line connecting
Svinbadan lighthouse and Hornbaek Harbour and a line connecting Skanor Harbour
and Aflandshage (the southernmost point of Amager Island – sea Passage Plan in
table 1), should use the pilotage services established by the governments of Den-
mark and Sweden.
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Table 1. Passage plan from Kattegat to Baltic Sea via the Sound for safety depth contour 7 m.
Prepared by the author for m/t ‘Stellaman’

(maximum draft 4 m in ballast condition and 6,3 m in loaded condition, DWT 3680,
maximum speed 12,7 kn)

The width of
fairway and

navigating area
Speed [kn] RemarksWaypoint

(WP)

True
Course
[   °  ]

Distance
[Nm]

bt [Nm] ba [Nm]

Depth
hmin
[m] 0,6⋅Vk Vd observed

1 56° 17,7’ N
012°03,5’ E 124° 18,90 Assume

0,50
More

than 3,0 18,9 15,9 11,0÷12,5
Route ‘B’ from buoy
No 10 to buoy ‘M1’
Viken; chart BA2115

2 55° 07,0’ N
012°31,4’ E 132° 5,80 0,40 About

1,0 12,8 13,0 10,5÷12,0
Route ‘B’ between buoys
‘M1’, ‘W1’ and ‘M4’,
‘W4’; chart BA 2594

3 56° 03,2’ N
012°38,8’ E 165° 5,35 0,35 About

1,2 14,6 14,0 10,0÷12,0
Route ‘B’ between buoys
‘M4’, ‘W4’ and ‘M7’,
‘W7’ Humlæbak;
BA 2594

4 55° 57,8’ N
012°41,5’ E 149° 3,80 Assume

0,40
About

1,3 18,3 15,6 10,0÷12,0
Route ‘B’ E of Ven
Island to Haken Lth.
WRG 8s49ft16-7M;
chart BA 2594

5 55° 54,6’ N
012°45,0’ E 192° 5,90 Assume

0,40
About

1,0 9,1 11,0 9,0÷11,0
Route ‘B’ E of Ven
Island to buoy Lous Flak
RW LFl. 10s; chart
BA 2594

6 55° 48,8’ N
012°42,6’ E 191° 4,60 Assume

0,30
About

0,8 9,1 11,0 9,0÷11,0
Route ‘B’ from Lous
Flak to Middel-grunds
Fort; chart BA 2594,
2595

7 55° 44,3’ N
012°41,0’ E 178° 3,80 0,40 About

0,45 9,1 11,0 9,0÷11,0
Route ‘B’ from
Hoilænderdybet to
Ryggen; chart BA:
2595, 790

8 55° 40,5’ N
012°41,2’ E 166° 2,35 0,30 About

0,40 7,6 10,0 8,0÷10,0
Route ‘B’ from Ryggen
to Nordre Røse Horn
Mo(A); chart BA:
2595, 790

9 55° 38,2’ N
012°42,2’ E 188° 1,80 0,25 About

0,35 7,6 10,0 8,0÷10,0
Route ‘B’ from Nordre
Røse to Ros-mus Møller;
chart BA: 2595, 790

10 55° 36,5’ N
012°41,8’ E 172° 3,40 0,15 About

0,15 7,6 10,0 8,0÷10,0
Route ‘B’ from Dragor
to Drogden RC Racon
(buoy No8); chart BA:
2595, 790

11 55° 33,1’ N
012°42,5’ E 190° 15,30 Assume

0,50
More

than 1,0 9,1 11,0 9,0÷11,0
Route ‘B’ from Drogden
(buoy No8) to Falster-
borev Racon B; chart
BA: 2595

12 55° 18,0’ N
012°38,0’ E 111° 8,70 Assume

1,00
More

than 1,0 10,0 11,6 11,0÷12,5
Route ‘B’ from Falster-
borev to S part of Blend-
heim Racon B; chart BA:
2115

13 55° 15,0’ N
012°52,0’ E

Remarks: Area covered by BA charts number 2115 (in scale 1:150 000), 2594 (in scale
1: 60 000), 2595 (in scale 1: 60 000) and 790 (in scale 1: 40 000). Chart Datum: MSL (Mean
Sea Level), Projection Mercator & Gnomonic (BA790), IALA Maritime Buoyage System
Region A, positions referred to WGS 1984 or European Datum 1950 (BA 2115) with satellite
correction to WGS’84 (satellite-derived position: 0,04’N and 0,07’ E).
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Table 2. Ship’s speed and ‘Crash-Stop’ table according
to the Pilot Card and manoeuvres characteristics [4]

LOADED CONDITION BALLAST CONDITIONMain
engine

position
Helm order RPM / Pitch SPEED CRASH STOP SPEED CRASH STOP

SFH Sea Full Ahead 95,0 / 20,8º 12,0kn = 6,2 m/s 5’ 51’’ 1087 m 12,7kn = 6,5 m/s 3’ 34’’ 686 m

FH Full Ahead 71,0 / 19,0º 10,4kn = 5,4 m/s 3’ 50’’ 621 m 10,9kn = 5,6 m/s 2’ 52’’ 350 m

HH Half Ahead 71,0 / 13,0º 8,2kn = 4,2 m/s 3’ 04’’ 385 m 8,5kn = 4,4 m/s 2’ 03’’ 208 m

SH Slow Ahead 71,0 / 9,5º 6,2kn = 3,2 m/s 2’ 40’’ 256 m 6,4kn = 3,3 m/s 1’ 30’’ 145 m

DSH Dead Slow
Ahead 71,0 / 6,5º 4,0kn = 2,1 m/s 1’ 56’’ 193 m 4,2kn = 2,2 m/s 1’ 20’’ 114 m

REMARKS: Sea conditions: calm sea, wind moderate with speed less than 10 kn (5,14 m/s), no current, sea area is
twice deeper than ship’s draft (h > 2T), trim t = 0 (even keel), hull clear.

Table 3. Turn circle parameters according The Pilot Card and manoeuvres characteristics
from m\t ‘Stellaman’
LOADED CONDITION BALLAST CONDITIONMain

engine
position

Helm order RPM / Pitch PCmax PB090º PB180º Time090º PCmax PB090º PB180º Time090º

FH Full Ahead 71,0 / 19,0º 245 m 89 m 169 m 1’ 04’’ 220 m 80 m 155 m 0’ 57’’

HH Half Ahead 71,0 / 13,0º 252 m 91 m 171 m 1’ 26’’ 227 m 84 m 163 m 1’ 15’’

SH Slow Ahead 71,0 / 9,5º 227 m 82 m 163 m 1’ 12’’ 211 m 75 m 148 m 1’ 03’’

REMARKS: Sea conditions: calm sea, wind moderate with speed less than 10 kn (5,14 m/s), no current, sea area is
twice deeper than ship’s draft (h > 2T), trim t = 0 (even keel), hull clear.

MODELLING OF SHIP’S DOMAIN WHEN NAVIGATING
IN RESTRICTED SEA AREAS

When we not only accept C. B. Barrass [3], [12] method (with limitation:
0,5 ≤ CB ≤ 0,9; 0 ≤ t/L ≤ 0,005; 1,1 ≤ h/T ≤ 1,4), recommended by shipyard and
main shipboard manual for estimating ship’s squat, but also take into consideration
ship’s particulars, Pilot Cards (manoeuvre characteristic – see table 2 & 3) and other
information (meteorological, navigational warnings and etc.) freely available during
normal sea passage, simple formula for ship’s domain according to [15] can be pre-
sented as follows:
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 +⋅= [m] (8)

where: GD – depth of ship’s domain calculated vertically down from water line (line
showing actual ship’s draft) [m];

WD – height of ship’s domain calculated vertically up from water line [m];
DDdz – length of ship’s domain calculated horizontally forward from the centre

of ship’s layout; starting point (the centre of ship’s layout) is located in
vertical projection of radar’s aerial (antenna) on the water plane [m];

DDr – length of ship’s domain calculated horizontally astern from the centre of
ship’s layout [m];

SDl – beam of ship’s domain calculated to port side from the centre line of the
ship (longitudinal line), [m];

SDp – beam of ship’s domain calculated to starboard side from the centre line
of the ship (longitudinal line), [m];

vd – speed over ground, [kn];
KDd – course over ground, [°];
KR – true course, [°];
B, L, T, CB – ship’s particulars: beam B [m], length L [m], draft T [m], block coeffi-

cient CB [-];
LRD – distance between vertical projection of radar aerial on the water plane

and ship’s bow [m];
b,h,hf – area characteristics: depth h [m], wide b [m], wave’s height (swell) [m];
n – numeral coefficient (factor) (1,1 ≤ n ≤ 1,3) dependent on type of sea

areas and sea bottoms, which determines ship’s static vertical naviga-
tional reserve. In this paper n = 1, 2.

m – numeral coefficient (factor) (0,5 ≤ m ≤ 1,5) dependent on ship’s particu-
lars: v, B, L, CB and waves characteristics: λ, hf and q. In this paper m = 1,0;
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k – numeral coefficient (factor) (1,0 ≤ k ≤ 2,0) dependent on ship’s particu-
lars, type of sea areas and navigational situation (overtaking, crossing,
sailing in ice, navigating in restricted sea areas or shallow waters and
etc.). The fact that in normal sea passage we cannot exactly estimate all
ship’s or area’s parameters, such as for example ship’s squat, depth etc.
results in this factor. In this paper k = 1,0;

p – numeral coefficient (factor) (1,0 ≤ p ≤ 2,0) dependent on type of cargo.
This factor increases safety margin of navigational reserve in case of ab-
normal situation, which can result either in a catastrophe (disaster) or
contamination of environment. In this paper p = 1,5 for loaded condition
(chemicals) and p = 1 for ballast condition;

rD, rS – numeral coefficient (factor) correcting length (rD) and beam (rS) of ship’s
domain (rD and rS ∈[0,2]), depending on her situation (privilege) ac-
cording to COLREGS (Collision Regulations at Sea Convention 1972)
Rules. In this paper rD = 1,25 and rS = 1,0 for loaded condition (deep
draft vessel for passage via the Sound) and rD =1,0; rS = 1,0 for ballast
condition;

sD, sS – numeral coefficient (factor) correcting PC and PB parameters in case of
appearance of unexpected meteorological condition than previously ob-
served during sea manoeuvre tests (current excluded). Such tests result in
creating Pilot Card and Manouevre Poster (see table 2 & 3), [-]. In this
paper sD = 1,0 and sS = 1,0;

vp, Kp – adequately: speed in knots [kn] and current direction in degrees [°];
BC – seeming width of ship’s trace calculated horizontally in [m] with wind

drift α [°], current deviation β [°], and angle of horizontal oscillation (in-
cluding yawing) ∆ [°];

( ) ( )∆βαcosB∆βαsinLBC ++⋅+++⋅= [m] (9)

PCmax – maximum movement of the ship forward (along OX line), observed after
changing course about 090° in comparison with the initial course or
ship’s stopping manoeuvres, [m];

PBmax – maximum movement of the ship on port or starboard side, observed
along OY line (transverse horizontally to OX line) after changing course
about 180° in comparison with initial course or ship’s stopping manoeu-
vres, [m];

PUmax – ‘negative movement’ observed on the side opposite to the general direc-
tion during turning test, [m];

∆L – factor showing increase in length of the ship’s domain. The increase
amounts to error MOX of the total ellipse errors δx(Bi) of all factors Bi that
affect DD, estimated with probability level P = 95% (C = 2,44). In this
paper ∆L = 50m;

∆B – factor showing increase in beam of the ship’s domain. The beam amounts
to transverse error MOY of the total ellipse errors δy(Bi) of all factors Bi
that affect SD, estimated with probability level P = 95% (C = 2,44). In
this paper ∆B = 25m;
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t – ship’s trim [m];
tm – duration of ship’s stop manoeuvre or turning circle test. Duration is pre-

sented in minutes; it is read from Pilot Card or manoeuvres characteris-
tics, [min];

tr – reaction time; time reserved for the appropriate reaction, that is the right
assessment of the navigational situation and giving manoeuvre order). In
this paper according to good sea practice tm = 0,5 min, [min].

Ship’s domain parameters, estimated by means of formulae (3) to (8), are
presented in table 4. Ship’s domain is estimated for average and extreme weather
condition, ship loaded & ship in ballast condition and ship proceeding via the Sound
with different speed.

Table 4. Ship’s domain m\t ‘Stellaman’ estimated depending on ballast
or loaded condition and ship’s speed.

Prepared by the author for ‘Crash-Stop’ manoeuvre (Sea Full Ahead-Full Asrern)
LOADED CONDITION BALLAST CONDITION

V
[kn]

GD
[m]

WD
[m]

DDdz
[m]

DDr
[m]

SDp
[m]

SDl
[m]

V
[kn]

GD
[m]

WD
[m]

DDdz
[m]

DDr
[m]

SDp
[m]

SDl
[m]

Average conditions
12,0 9,06 40,10 2763 847 103 201 12,7 6,20 42,74 1636 562 86 193
10,4 8,91 39,95 2062 724 102 181 10,9 6,08 42,62 1216 480 86 170
8,2 8,75 39,79 1313 564 102 153 8,5 5,94 42,48 783 376 85 140
6,2 8,64 39,68 828 429 101 128 6,4 5,85 42,39 511 291 84 114
4,0 8,55 39,59 477 295 100 100 4,2 5,78 42,32 318 208 84 86
0,0 8,50 39,54 208 120 98 49 0,0 5,74 42,28 144 85 82 33

Extreme conditions
12,0 10,95 41,11 3283 1355 123 222 12,7 8,05 43,79 1884 802 105 212
10,4 10,79 40,95 2477 1131 121 200 10,9 7,91 43,65 1405 665 102 187
8,2 10,62 40,78 1595 841 119 171 8,5 7,76 43,50 902 492 99 154
6,2 10,50 40,66 1000 600 117 144 6,4 7,66 43,40 575 353 96 125
4,0 10,41 40,57 547 365 117 117 4,2 7,59 43,33 332 221 94 97
0,0 10,34 40,50 223 136 100 50 0,0 7,54 43,28 159 101 83 34

REMARKS: In this paper author established sea area with: width b = 0,15 Nm = 278 m and passage depth
contour h = 7,6 m. Other factors are as follows: n = 1,2; m. = 1,0; k = 1,0; sD = 1,0; sS = 1,0; L = 98,30 m;
∆L = 50 m; B = 16,0 m.; ∆B = 25 m; LRD = 78,30 m; tr = 0,5’, Hc = 44 m.
LOADED CONDITION: D = 3680 t; TD = 6,2 m; TR = 6,3 m; Tmax = 6,53 m for α ≤ 2° and γ1 = 1,025 g/cm3

and 6,97 m for α ≤ 5° and γ2 = 1,00475 g/cm3; p = 1,5; rD = 1,25; rS = 1,0; KR = 180°.
BALLAST CONDITION: D = 2200 t; TD = 3,0 m; TR = 4,0 m; Tmax = 4,23m for α ≤ 2° and γ1 = 1,025g/cm3

and 4,63 m for α ≤ 5° and γ2 = 1,00475 g/cm3; p = 1,0; rD = 1,0; rS = 1,0; KR = 180°.
EXTREME CONDITIONS: Visibility moderate to restricted, sea moderate in some places agitated (hf ≈ 3 m),
wind 6 – 7° B, current rate vp ≈ 2 kn and direction N compatible with fairway line, vertical oscillation of sea sur-
face established according to Chart Datum (MSL) ± 0,60 m (hmin = 7,0 m), sea water density γ2 = 1,00475 g/cm3

(summer with NE winds). Total deviation (drift) of the vessel ± 5°, yawing ± 2°, list α ≤ ± 5°.
AVERAGE CONDITIONS: Visibility good, calm sea hf  ≤ 1 m, wind moderate 3 – 4° B, current rate vp ≤ 1 kn
and direction S compatible with fairway line, vertical oscillation of sea surface established according to Chart
Datum (Mean Sea Level) ± 0,30 m (hmin = 7,3 m), sea water density γ1 = 1,025 g/cm3 (winter with NW winds).
Total deviation (drift) of the vessel less than ± 2,5°, maximum yawing ± 1°, list α ≤ ± 2°.
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NAVIGATIONAL RISK ANALYSES WHEN PROCEEDING
ON M/T ‘STELLAMAN’ VIA THE SOUND

In this chapter we present methods that can be used for estimating safety of
navigation (navigational risk) in the restricted sea areas by means of the model of
the ship’s domain. We shall use formulas (1) and (2) for estimating navigational risk
and simple ship’s domain formulas (3) to (8) for estimating ship’s domain parame-
ters GD, WD, DD and SD. Then, using new formulas (10) to (16) according to [16]
we will try to establish navigational risk RNG, RNW, RNDdz, RNDr, RNSp and RNSl for
m/t ‘Stellaman’ when navigating in sea area restricted by their draught h1 = 7,6 m,
width bt = 1,5 cables (278 m) (see tables 1 and 4) and distance to nearest dangers
forward dNd = 0,5 Nm (926 m) and aft dNr = 0,3 Nm (556 m).

Fig. 2. Three dimensional coordinates X, Y, Z for ship’s domain according [10]

According to the ship’s domain definition, every ship will be safe (in navi-
gational meaning) as long as she is the exclusive object which can generate danger
within her domain.

With reference to vertical plane OZ of the three dimensional co-ordinates
XYZ (see fig. 2) established down from the central point of the local ship’s reference
system we can affirm unambiguously, that every ship will remain safe as long the
value of GD is smaller than the real value of the sea depth h. Therefore, component
RNG of RN can be referred to as vertical component of navigational risk that concerns
keeping under keel clearance, or risk concerning under keel clearance. The compo-
nent mentioned above can be depicted by means of the following formulas:
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Formula (2) indicates that the value zero of the navigational risk, deriving
from factors (objects) Ai, signifies total navigational safety with respect to these
factors (objects). Consequently, according to the formula (10), assumption DGh >
can be defined as the guarantee of the safe shipping (navigation) with reference to
all underwater objects or obstructions immersed on the depth smaller than h. If sea
depth h is smaller or equal to the ship’s draft T, that is maxTh ≤ , according to the
formula (10) sea passage can be unfeasible2 or highly risky. In that situation the
value of navigational risk RNG will equal one (see formula (10)), and in all probability
it will signify unquestionable (100%) risk of collision with some underwater objects
immersed on the depth less than h.

Fig. 3. Presentation of navigational risk for ship passing shallow water and bridge

Fig. 4. Presentation of navigational risk for ship passing along narrow fairway (channel)

                                                
2 In our analyses we exclude the situation, when the ship can change her draft due to for

example deballasting operation.
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Furthermore, we can also say that the value of navigational risk RNG for the
sea depth h limited between Tmax and GD (Tmax < h ≤ GD) will be limited between
zero and one (RNG ∈[0,1]) (see formula (10) middle line). General formula, which
can be used to estimate navigational risk RNG, depending on h factor from the range
( DGhT ≤<max ), is presented below:

maxTG
hG

R
D

D
NG −

−
= [-] (11)

where: RNG – vertical component of navigational risk that concerns keeping under keel
clearance, or risk concerning under keel clearance in case of vertical naviga-
tional reserve of depth, [-]; of the ship, or, in short, risk of keeping safe dis-
tance to starboard side, [-];

GD – depth of ship’s domain calculated vertically down from water line (line
showing actual ship’s draft) [m];

T – ship’s draft T [m];

Similarly, risk analyses that refer to all objects hanging in the air above the
water (see fig. 3a) can be carried out just as it was done in case of all underwater
objects (obstructions). Therefore, component RNW of the navigational risk RN (let’s
call it the vertical component of navigational risk that concerns keeping air draft
clearance, or shortly risk concerning air draft clearance) can be depicted by means of
the following formulas:
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where: Ho – distance between water level and the height of the nearest objects hanging
above the water (for bridge vertical clearance above HW (high water), [m];

HN – ship’s air draft (distance between waterline to the highest point on the ship’s
hull); [m];

RNW – vertical component of navigational risk that concerns keeping air draft clear-
ance, or shortly risk concerning air draft clearance in case of vertical naviga-
tional reserve of height, [-];

WD – height of ship’s domain calculated vertically up from water line [m].

Similarly, with reference to horizontal plane OX (see fig. 2) RNDdz and RNDr

components of the navigational risk RN (let’s call them horizontal components of the
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navigational risk that concern keeping safe distance from the nearest danger ade-
quately ahead and astern of the ship, or, in short, risk concerning safe distance ahead
and astern) can be depicted by means of the following formulas:
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where: RNDdz – horizontal components of the navigational risk that concern keeping safe
distance from the nearest danger ahead of the ship, or, in short, risk con-
cerning safe distance ahead, [-];

RNDr – horizontal components of the navigational risk that concern keeping safe
distance from the nearest danger astern of the ship, or, in short, risk con-
cerning safe distance astern, [-];

DDdz – length of ship’s domain calculated horizontally forward from the centre of
ship’s layout; starting point (the centre of ship’s layout) is located in vertical
projection of radar’s aerial (antenna) on the water plane [m];

DDr – length of ship’s domain calculated horizontally astern from the centre of
ship’s layout [m];

L – ship’s length [m];
LRD – distance between vertical projection of radar aerial on the water plane and

ship’s bow [m];
dN – distance between vertical projection of radar aerial on the water plane and the

nearest dangers detected adequately ahead (forward) dNdz and astern dNr.

Interpretation of formulas (13) and (14) will be carried out similarly to the
presentation of navigational risk RNG and RNW in case of vertical navigational re-
serve. Hence, the assumptions dNdz > DDdz from formula (13) as well as dNr > DDr

from formula (14) constitute the guarantee of safety of shipping (navigation) with
reference to all objects (obstructions) detected adequately ahead dNdz and astern dNr

of the ship.
When analysing formula (13) one can also notice that value of navigational

risk limited between zero to one (RNDdz ∈(0,1)) will come into being only if value
of the distance to the nearest danger ahead of the ship dNdz will be either less or equal
to the length of the ship’s domain ahead DDdz.
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In all probability, assumption dNdz < LRD will signify navigational accident
or collision with some objects (obstructions) detected ahead of the ship or unques-
tionable (100%) risk of collision with those objects (questionable situation concerns
those objects that move with some speed and have their own domain, the value of
which normally decreases dNdz parameter).

Similarly with reference to horizontal plane OY (see fig. 2, 3, 4) distinguishers
RNSl and RNSp of the navigational risk RN (let’s call them horizontal components of
the navigational risk that concern keeping safe distance to the nearest danger ade-
quately on port and starboard side of the ship, or, in short, risk of keeping safe distance
to port and starboard side) can be depicted by means of the following formulas:
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where: RNSp – horizontal components of the navigational risk that concern keeping safe
distance to the nearest danger on starboard side of the ship, or, in short, risk
of keeping safe distance to starboard side, [-];

RNSl – horizontal components of the navigational risk that concern keeping safe
distance to the nearest danger on port side of the ship, or, in short, risk of
keeping safe distance to port side, [-];

SDl – beam of ship’s domain calculated to port side from the centre line of the
ship (longitudinal line), [m];

SDp – beam of ship’s domain calculated to starboard side from the centre line of
the ship (longitudinal line), [m];

B – ship’s beam [m];
b, h, hf – area characteristics: depth h [m], wide b [m], wave’s height (swell) [m];
dN – distance between vertical projection of radar aerial on the water plane and

the nearest dangers detected adequately on the port side dNl and starboard
side dNp.
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Therefore, risk analyses RN for m\t ‘Stellaman’ when navigating from
Kattegat to Baltic Sea via The Sound can be estimated in the following way.

Navigational risk value RNG for ship in ballast condition (see table 4) esti-
mated in vertical plane OZ according the formulas (10) ÷ (11) relatively to the shal-
lows and underwater obstructions detected near the appointed course line (passage
plan), will be equal 0 for average condition regardless of ship’s speed (Tmax = 4,23 m,
hmin = 7,3 m, GDmax = 6,20 m, hmin ≥ GDmax) and between 0,18 to 0,31 for extreme
condition (Tmax = 4,63 m, hmin = 7,0 m, GDmin = 7,54 m, GDmax = 8,05 m, RNG1 = 0,18,
RNG1 = 0,31). In loaded condition navigational risk RNG will vary between 0,61 for
average condition, ship’s speed 0 kn Tmax = 6,53 m (hmin = 7,3 m, GD = 8,50 m,
RNG = 0,61) to 0,92 for extreme condition, ship’s speed 12,0 kn (Sea Full Ahead),
Tmax = 6,97 m (hmin = 7,0 m, GD = 10,93 m, RNG = 0,92).

In that case navigational risk RNG will increase together with ship’s speed v,
ship’s draft T, ship’s squat z, height of the sea waves hf and will decrease when the
sea level fall down. For example, ship’s draft value T1 = 6,30 m due to ship’s list
α = ±5º from the wind and sea waves can increase to value T2 = 6,97 m (ship’s beam
B = 16 m, speed 4,0 kn). In that case navigational risk RNG will increase from value
RNG1 = 0,70 (GD = 9,60 m) to RNG2 = 0,90 (GD = 10,40 m). Ship’s draft can also in-
crease due to change of the sea water density, for example when we change the sea
water density from value γ1 = 1,025 g/cm3 to γ2 = 1,00475 g/cm3 ship’s draft can be
changed from T1 = 6,30 m to T2 = 6,41 m. When we reduce ship’s speed from SFH to
DSH during sea passage via the Sound in ship’s loaded condition and sea average con-
dition (see table 4) we can also reduce navigational risk RNG from value RNG1 = 0,70
to RNG2 = 0,62. In that case probability that we touch the sea bottom and destroy
ship’s hull will decrease from 70% to 62%.

Additionally, if we take into consideration the maximum fluctuation of the
sea water level observed in the Sound ∆h = ±0,60 m estimated with reference to
chart datum related to MSL (Mean Sea Level), sea passage, carried out in extreme
sea condition (see table 4) via the Sound, can be impossible (unfeasible) or highly
risky. In that case navigational risk RNG will equal 0,99 (GD = 10,95 m, T = 6,97 m,
hmin = 7,00 m, speed 12 kn). In that situation each navigator should reduce speed on
the shallow water or drop anchor and wait for improvement of the sea and weather
condition. Sometimes we can also observe that captain of the ship decides to choose
a different route (for example via The Nord-Ostee-Kanal, Storebælt or Lillebælt) or
tries to reduce ship’s draft (for example using deballasting operation or transferring
cargo to the other ship or barge). According to the international rules each loaded
chemical tanker can use the channel via the Sound with maximum draft Tmax = 7,00 m.
In that case pilotage for that type vessel is compulsory.
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Fig. 5. Relation between vertical components of navigational risk RNG, depth of the ship’s
domain GD and ship’s speed estimated for m/s ‘Stellaman’ in loaded condition and average

weather when passing Sound with different speed

Prepared by the author.

Analyses of RNW component of the navigational risk RN estimated for
m/t ‘Stellaman’ in the vertical plane OZ above the water level line is very easy:
RNW = 0. Sea passage from Kattegat to Baltic Sea via the Sound is free from any
obstructions hanging above the water and we can say that probability that ship’s hull
touch the bridge or other similar obstruction during this way is impossible and
equals zero (WDmax = 43,79 m, Ho = ∞).

If during the further analyses we assume that m/t ‘Stellaman’ will proceed
along the centre line of the fairway appointed on the chart with distance to the other
ship or nearest danger dN1 = 0,5 Mm (926 m) forward and dN2 = 0,3 Mm (556 m)
astern, we can say that the component RNDdz of the navigational risk RN estimated
forward in the horizontal plane OX will hesitate between 0 (ship’s speed dead slow
ahead (DSH) in each case DDdz < dN1) to 0,68 estimated for loaded ship proceeding
in average sea condition with speed sea full ahead (12,0 kn, DDdz = 2763 m, dN1 = 926 m)
and 0,74 for loaded ship proceeding in extreme sea condition with speed 12,0 kn
(DDdz = 3283 m).

Similarly, analyses RNDr (component of the navigational risk RN estimated
astern in the horizontal plane OX) will hesitate between 0 for ship’s speed death slow
ahead (4,0 – 4,2 kn) or slower in all sea cases to 0,60 for ship loaded proceeding
with current and speed sea full ahead (12,0 kn) in extreme weather condition
(DDr = 1355 m, dN2 = 556 m). The same RNDr factor estimated for loaded ship pro-
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ceeding in moderate sea with speed 12,0 kn is equal 0,35 (DDr = 847 m). In this case
we can say that probability that our ship can cause navigational collision with some
obstruction detected astern, is smaller than 35%.

Risk analyses RNSl on port and RNSp on starboard side are practically reduced
to comparative analyses of the ship’s domain parameters SDl and SDp with width of
the fairway bt, width of the navigable waters ba and distance to the nearest danger dN

detected adequately on port and starboard side.
So, if in the further analyses we assume that our ship will proceed along the

centre line of the fairway which is characterized by width bt = 0,15 Mm (278 m),
value of RNSl (component of the navigational risk RN estimated on port side along
the horizontal plane OY) will hesitate between 0 to 0,38 (see table 4, SDlmin = 33 m,
SDlmax = 222 m, dN = bt/2 = 139 m). Similarly, value of the RNSp (component of the
navigational risk RN estimated on starboard side along the horizontal plane OY) will
be equal zero in all cases (see table 4, SDpmax = 123 m, dN = bt/2 = 139 m, estimated
for ‘crash stop’ manoeuvres). When we take into consideration turn circle parame-
ters (see table 3) then SDmax = 741 m and RNSp = 0,82.

Fig. 6. Relation between horizontal components of navigational risk RNSp and RNSl, beam
of the ship’s domain SDp and SDSl and ship’s speed estimated for m/s ‘Stellaman’ in loaded

condition when passing Sound with different speed and average weather condition

Prepared by the author.

In that case analysing components RNSl nad RNSp of the navigational risk RN

we can say that m\t ‘Stellaman’, proceeding along the central line of the fairway,
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which is characterized by width not less than btmin = 0,15 Mm (dN = 139 m), couldn’t
make the whole turn (circle) test3 without leaving dredged fairway with controlled
depth hmin = 7,6 m and going aground. If additionally we take into consideration RNG

component of the navigational risk RN (see table 4) and the fact that many parts of
the fairway with width bt = 0,15 Mm (278 m) are dredged only to the depth hmin = 7,6 m,
we can say that loaded m\t ‘Stellaman’ can be regarded as a vessel constrained by her
draught. In that case m/t ‘Stellaman’ can exhibit three all-round red lights in a vertical
line, or cylinder and take advantage of their privilege according the International
Regulation COLREGS, 1972; hence navigation on this type of vessel is very difficult.

We can also say, that the Sound can be regarded as a sea area restricted by
their depth (shallow water) and width (narrow channel) for m/t ‘Stellaman’. Generally
speaking, the Sound can be regarded as a sea area difficult for navigation for each
vessel similar to m/t ‘Stellaman’. So, in that case, the fact that pilotage in the Sound
is obligatory for all loaded chemicals similar to m/t ‘Stellaman’ and other ships with
draught more than Tmax = 7m, is justified and appropriate.

CONCLUSION

Having analysed the navigational risk of m\t ‘Stellaman’ during her passage
through the Sound, one can unanimously state that the three-dimensional model the
ship’s domain can constitute the appropriate criterion for estimating safety structures
of sea transport as well as structures that classify sea areas.

As we use simplified formulae for parameters describing a three-dimensional
model of the domain, we can establish unambiguous effect of all arguments of GD,
WD, DD and SD functions on the degree of navigational risk RN  in the area. In this
article we analysed how the parameters of the area (bt, ba i h), ship (B, L, T i v) and
external interference c affect the degree of navigational safety of those ships that
move in the restricted area. In practice, a three-dimensional model of the ship’s do-
main can be also used as the criterion that standardizes:

− sea areas as easy and difficult for navigation as well as restricted and unre-
stricted ones;

− maximum parameters of the ship’s that could safely navigate in the area of the
given measurements (features);

− safe speed of the ships proceeding on the given parts of the fairway;
− minimum requirements concerning sea area and its navigational protection in

order to have it prepared for VTS of larger ships, that is larger domains.

                                                
3 The test means changing the course about 360º relatively to the initial course.
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